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We may not have the acres of grounds that some schools enjoy. We may not have a fancy coffee We may not have the acres of grounds that some schools enjoy. We may not have a fancy coffee 
shop or a dramatic auditorium (yet).shop or a dramatic auditorium (yet).
However, what we do have, in abundance, is what our antipodean cousins might call ‘ticker’ – a lot of However, what we do have, in abundance, is what our antipodean cousins might call ‘ticker’ – a lot of 
heart!heart!
It seems apt as we approach Valentine’s Day that we consider matters of the heart. The love and care It seems apt as we approach Valentine’s Day that we consider matters of the heart. The love and care 

T icker

we have shown ourselves we have shown ourselves 
and each other this half and each other this half 
term has been inspiring.term has been inspiring.
Our support network is Our support network is 
rock solid - as is the case in rock solid - as is the case in 
all successful communities.all successful communities.
The heart is also associated The heart is also associated 
with courage too – the with courage too – the 
determination shown determination shown 
by teachers, pupils and by teachers, pupils and 
parents to adapt to remote parents to adapt to remote 
learning has been the stuff learning has been the stuff 
of legend.of legend.
We will, no doubt, in the We will, no doubt, in the 
future look back on the future look back on the 
first six weeks of 2021 with first six weeks of 2021 with 
a great deal of pride – but, a great deal of pride – but, 
in the short term we think in the short term we think 
everyone has earned a everyone has earned a 
good rest.good rest.
Next week, although our Next week, although our 
wings are clipped a little, wings are clipped a little, 
should be a perfect time to should be a perfect time to 
recharge.recharge.
We then look forward to We then look forward to 
further announcements further announcements 
from No.10 – but, in the from No.10 – but, in the 
meantime we wanted to meantime we wanted to 
say a big thank you to all!say a big thank you to all!
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Year 3 have been learning about Ancient Year 3 have been learning about Ancient 
Egypt in history. To better understand the Egypt in history. To better understand the 
process of embalming, Mrs Hogan became process of embalming, Mrs Hogan became 
a Blue Peter host and demonstrated how to a Blue Peter host and demonstrated how to 
mummify a tomato during this week’s live mummify a tomato during this week’s live 
lesson. The boys then went through a set of lesson. The boys then went through a set of 
instructions to replicate the process at home. instructions to replicate the process at home. 
Fortunately, we only need to wait two weeks Fortunately, we only need to wait two weeks 
to see if our embalming was successful; the to see if our embalming was successful; the 
Egyptians had to wait 70 days!Egyptians had to wait 70 days!
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SENIOR SCHOOL
Year 4 have been writing poems about animals this week - here you can see poems by Zach (left) and Year 4 have been writing poems about animals this week - here you can see poems by Zach (left) and 
Daniel (right).Daniel (right).

A homemade ukulele by Stan and a poster about the importance of A homemade ukulele by Stan and a poster about the importance of 
the Qur'an in Islam by Freddie T, both in Year 5.the Qur'an in Islam by Freddie T, both in Year 5.
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ALL THE YOUNG DUDES
At THS a certain group of individuals on YouTube have gained At THS a certain group of individuals on YouTube have gained 
popularity through their skills and perseverance at completing ‘trick popularity through their skills and perseverance at completing ‘trick 
shots’. The group of tricksters involved are called Dude Perfect.shots’. The group of tricksters involved are called Dude Perfect.
Mr Mullan set some of the boys a task of emulating the Dudes and Mr Mullan set some of the boys a task of emulating the Dudes and this this 
linklink takes you to a video of their successes. It is mainly lots of things  takes you to a video of their successes. It is mainly lots of things 
landing in bins – which we all know is one of the most satisfying landing in bins – which we all know is one of the most satisfying 
feelings in the world!feelings in the world!
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https://vimeo.com/510620350
https://vimeo.com/510620350


FILMING CHALLENGE

Get creative over half term and take part Get creative over half term and take part 
in the Tower House filming challenge.in the Tower House filming challenge.
Using just a phone, camera, camcorder Using just a phone, camera, camcorder 
or whatever you like, make a two-minute or whatever you like, make a two-minute 
video at home. It can be anything video at home. It can be anything 
you want - short film, comedy sketch, you want - short film, comedy sketch, 
documentary style, re-creating a film documentary style, re-creating a film 
scene, news report, interview, singing, scene, news report, interview, singing, 
dancing ... it's entirely up to you! Just keep dancing ... it's entirely up to you! Just keep 
safe and be sure you make your video safe and be sure you make your video 
within the current COVID-19  guidelines.within the current COVID-19  guidelines.
The best video from each age category The best video from each age category 

will also be entered in a national competition. See will also be entered in a national competition. See 
more information at www.actingup.tvmore information at www.actingup.tv
We are also helping to raise money for the NHS, so if We are also helping to raise money for the NHS, so if 
you create a video, you can make a donation at the you create a video, you can make a donation at the 
website above, if you so wish.website above, if you so wish.
You can post your video on any platform (Vimeo etc) You can post your video on any platform (Vimeo etc) 
and then provide a link or if you would prefer send it and then provide a link or if you would prefer send it 
straight to Mr Geary at geary@thsboys.org.ukstraight to Mr Geary at geary@thsboys.org.uk
We must receive permission before we can view your We must receive permission before we can view your 
video, so an email from your parents with your video video, so an email from your parents with your video 
or link would be the easiest way.or link would be the easiest way.

 Good luck and please email Mr Geary with any  Good luck and please email Mr Geary with any 
questions.questions.
  

Have a lovely half term!Have a lovely half term!

This week's overall house point winners are ...Scott. This week's overall house point winners are ...Scott. 
Congratulations!Congratulations!
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